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ments. Fortunately, some of the
speakers on our own side have also
met these arguments very ably and
there is really not very much more
for me to say.
I have a sense of unreality, sitting
here these two days, listening to the
speeches here in this House and also
in my room. About three years ago,
I was sitting in the gallery upstairs
wben there was a similar no-confidence motion against my father and
he said On that occasion: "What has
brought together in this curious
array. these various Members? It is
obvious that what has brought them
together is a negative, and not R
positive fact." This negativeness was
...ery much there in the speeches made
here. The Opposition during this
debate was very much the same, not
only in the diverse and even contradictory views which were expressed
but in the absence of any logic or any
Sl!nge of purpose.

16 hrs.
When the motion was tabled, I had
tbe impression that devaluation was
lfOing to be the main point which the
Opposition Members had against the
Government.
However, in this remarks, the ..Mover of the motion did
not
even mention one argument
against devaluation. The thread
of
devaluation which ran through most
of the speeches;
however, the f~ar
was not whether devaluation was
good. or. bad .but whether we .were
~surilled-and it was very emphatically stated on the other side that
we were ,pressurised,-I want to state
equally emnhatically that We were
not pressurised. That is not to say
.that we were not advjsed by the International Monetary Fund to take
certain measures; we were also ad, Tised by our own economists. as well
as economists outside
the Government, not only now ,but for a very
long time. In fact.
one renowned
,economist wllo is supposed not to
support. lievaluatipn nOW had
sUPyorted i~ iII, an article just six months
before we took the ~Ol!..

Motion

I think it was the hon. Member,
Shri Manoharan, who asked us whether we had in fact consulted other
people. I want to tell him, as our
Finance Minister had stated, I think,
in this House, that we had consulted
not only our own economists but
technical experts and economists
outside the Government also, and we
remain in touch with different economists.

At no time have we said that devaluation was something which we
would rush to do. On the contrary,
We took this decision as our Finance Minister said, after very long
thought, painful thought, and it was
an unhappy decision. But it was a
decision which we felt we had to
take. Some hon. Members have tried
to point out that we had to take this
decision because of wrong poliCies
followed over the years. This is absolute'y incorrect. We took this decision: there was, of course, a certain
amount of pressure of circumstances,
the circumstances
you are
well
aware of: the circlJ1!1S!ances were the
aggression on our borders, the tremendous strain on our economy put
by this repeated aggression, by the
drought and economic conditions
which arose tram these events. Th;'
. compulsion was there. Nevertheless,
I would like to repeat that when we
took this measure, it was not a measure taken ,'baCk to the wall; it was a
measure taken with eyes open.
It
,was a deliberate measure, wnich we
took in order to stop a worsening of
the economic situation. It was a part
of a ~oil1ident, forward-looking approach. designed to place the Government in a better command over
the economic situation: and we felt
that the permanent
and long-term
el'l'ects of it would lead to a healthy
and self-reliant growth of our economy.
We did not think then, nor do we
think today, that it, is a magic cure,
that just, by the act of devaluatiOn an
the ills ,"",ill be c~d or tbat ,the
prlee. "m be checked. The prices,
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mind you, have not been going UP
just this last month; the prices have
been spiralling upwards in the last
two or three years, and in spite of
numerous measures and attempts to
try and curb the rise, we have not
been able to do so. So, devaluation
Was not going to achieve all this
suddenly, but it was something which
if followed bY the right action could
give the opportunity of again coming back to
the onward progress
which had been held up due to circumstances beyond our control.
Here I would like to remmd hon.
Members that there is no significant
step which can be taken without diffieu ty. There is nothing that is worth
doing which can be done eaSily. We
have undertaken upon ourselves the
tremendous task of building, taking
forward this great country of ours
and it cannot be done without difficulties which are of equal, if not of
greater magnitude. So We were fully
aware of the difficulties. We were
also aware that this would give an
opportunity to the hon. Members of
the Opposition to take advantage of
these difficulties and to take advantage of an unpopular decision. Nevertheless, because we felt this decision
was right, we took the decision,
knowing that it might weaken us,
and it might make things more difficult for us, not In the economic field,
Dut in the political fteld.
Prof. Mukerjee argued that if only
We had nationalised our foreign trade
we need not have
devalued
the
rupee. Surely he is aware that even
in countries which have nationalised
the trade, they have had to devalue
their currency. For instance, in January 61, the heavy rouble equivalent
to 10 o'd roubles was inroduced in
the USSR and in fact, the rouble was
devalued by 53 p<>r cent, after taking
into' account the change In gold content. You are also aware, Sir, that
another socia;isi-communist country,
Yugoslavia, has a'so devalued her
currency not 80 lang ago. I was there

a few months ago and after talks
with their Governmen~ome of my
officials had talks with their officials
-we fOund that it had helped them
to stabilise their economy. They felt
that there again it was not pressure
from outside, but it was
pressure
from their own internal circumstances.

Devaluation, we feel, if tackled the
right way, if the follow-up is done
in the right way, will immediately
enhance the export prospects of all
infant industries and indeed pave
the way for exporting new conunodities, to which Government's attention has been drawn in the past. It is
In this larger context that we should
appraise the devaluation decision. ]t
is a pity that a subject of such obvious importance to the ecOnomy has
evoked only rather superficial and
sentimental comments from the opposition, mainly political in tone and
ignorin/t almost comp' etely the economic argument, which is the one
which is relevant to the situation.
Prof. Mukherjee made an appeal
for the revival of the Swadishi spirit. If the hon. Member has been following some of my tours in this
country, he will have noticed perhaps
that this is what I have been doing
too, and this is what I consider the
most important subject for us to take
up now. But I feel that devaluation
itself is no more than a device to
penalise all those who patronise anything which is not Swadeshi. What
does devaluation mean?
It means
that foreign currencies become more
expensive. I do not want to go into
<the details of this economic argument. Perhaps the Finance Minister,
when he speaks in the next drbate,
will go Into these matters. Was there
an alternative to deva'uation? The
alternative was to estab'ish a closod
society. to peg the rupee artificially
and to take over total'powers to direct the economy' I!IIld the nation's
man-power. Is this' possible for u&
with our ,emting.system, without the
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whole-hearted single-minded cooperation of all the different people living in this country? Would we at this
time have been ab;e to get this cooperation, for instance, from hon.
Members opposite? I do not think
we would have been able to get it.
As a matter of fact, I did talk with
the various members of the opposi.uon parties with regard to cooperation merely on the food front. I said
that I knew that being an election
year, they cannot fully support U8 on
other matters, but food, being a matter of life and death to our people,
was a matter in which perhaps we
could get together. But I did not get
any response. Therefore when this is
the position, in view of our democratic freedom, complete freedom of
expression which we offer-and I am
"lad'to say that We offer it to all our
people-we could not possib'y have
done this.

Motion

in other States a'so although it has
not been publicised. But I agree
that perhaps as much as could be
done has not been done. I want to
say here, and all those han. Members who haVe perhaps read
my
speeches or heard them earlier will
support ~me, that 'this is something
wWch l have been ,very conscio~
of all the time. We are not perfect .
We make an attemPt to do some thing.
We do not always succeed, nor can
we always succeed. We have taken
up tremendous programtnes. Whenever we have taken up these programmes, the cry has been that It it
too big a thing, we cannot do it.Yet
we have braved it and we have tried
to do it. You cannot expect cent per
cent success, ·but in a large number
of things we have succeeded.

Now, what, sometimes weakens us
in a way, but whioh is also helpful is
the criticism. When r say weaken, I
do not mean Government, I am not
ref"rring to the Government but I am
referring to any particular programmes. If I may draw the attention
of hon. Members, some years ago the
Asoka Hotel was built. It had hardly
been completed when questions beg<ln
. to be asked in this House as to why it
was running at a loss. Whenever a
D-valuation by itself i. not solely
programme has been
started, even
responsible for any increase in prices
before it get3 on to it. feet, ther"
which
may
have
taken
place
is an avalanche of criticism and queseven after devaluation except of
tions are put as to why it is not
course in those
goods which are
working, what art> the mistakes and
imported goods, We have to deal
so on, So that people who are workwith this matter. We have started
ing there naturally get discouraged
various shops. I ful'y realise that
ani they do not know whether they
they are not adequat", that far greashould go on with it or shou'd not
ter measures wi!' have to be taken
go on with it in spite of orders and
and that such store> will have to be
so on. These are some of the diffioppned not only in all the urban areas
cu'ties which are faced when we take
but in our rural areas as well. . We
up new programmes. Everything we
c.. nnm, in this matter, neglect !the
have done in India is new. Even derural areas which need more help mocracy is new. Democracy has existfrom us.
ed for very many long vears in many
countries, and yet in the manner in
Roarden and anti-social elements
which we have brought it in India, in
have been prosecut<d not on'y In
this vast ('ountry to have adult franDelhi or Punjab, which have recelvchise, it was .amething very new to
_ a certain amount of pubUclty, bII'
the world. r rememb"r the iI"bates In

One matter which has, natural'y,
aroused the concern of the House,
and of the Government too,
is the
increase in priers of essential commodities. As I said. this is not something that h~s suddenly come :nto
being after devaluation; it was a process that was there and it was getting out of hand even before.
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[Shrimati Indira Gandhi]
. foreign newspapers at that time. All
prophesied that it would not work,
it was too big, there would be riots at
ele~tion time which we simply would
not be able to control. But one by
one those things have been achieved,
. in spite of the tremendous difficulties
which we had to face.
I sopke about follow-up action.
The' Opposition has not come up with
very
many
positive
suggestions.
whatever
constructive
suggestions
have been made will certainly be
fUlly considered and given due weight.
I am glad to say that some of my
. own party members, the hon. Member,
Shrimati Subhadra Joshi and others,
have also made various suggestions,
and they are worth going into and
fully considered.
I have a long list with me here but
1 do not want to go through the entire

list. The most important point, of
course, is holding the price line of
articles of mass consumption. The
second is stimulating exports or liberalisation of those imports which
help as in '>Urexports or which are
essential for some of our purPoses.
But we do not intend at all to liberalise the imports of articles which
could even remotely be considered
as luxuries.

will

I was not fortunate enough to be
in the HOUSe when ·the han; Member,
··SIlrl 'Mfisani was speaking. I was told
tohat he quoted from something which
1 said; but it· was out of context. I
was then speaking 'at a small meeting
of people who were engaged in some
of our public sector undertakings. The
meeting was specifically called to see
how we could build up effciency and
how we could increase our production.
So, naturally, t piclred up points of
criticism, points which I thought should
r, be discussed there in order to help
"'1'hem and to help the discussion. At
no time was it my intention to run
down our public secrtor. ·1 think we
Jaave made mistakes, we haVe been

slow in certain things, we have some
times had the wrong person in a parti."ular job but, on the whole, they have
done very well. This is not the time,
again, to go into the list as to which
ones haVe produced good results. I
am sure, han. Members are weIl
aware of this. The han. Membw,
Shri Frank Anthony sald yesterday
that anywhere you go in India you
can see the results, the changes which
have been brought about. It is not
a question of having one big prestige
project, because every big project
gives riSe to thousands Of small ones;
thousands of jobs come up and give
opportunities to all kinds of people to
start their own small concerns.
Now, the Fourth Plan is based on
the follow-up action, what is to be
done to gear up the economy. There
has been much talk about whether we
should have a big Plan or a small
Plan.
I personally think that this
big or small has no relevance. Big
related to what or small related to
what? I Delieve, as someone mentioned, perhaps Shri Krishna Menon, not
in this House but somewhere else, that
no matter how small our plan is, it
will still be a very big plan because
of the size of the country.
Perhaps yOU have seen that the size
of the Plan is something like Rs. 16,000
crore' for the public s~tor. But, as
I said, I do not look at the Plan in
terms of moneY. What I feel is that
the Plan must be big enough to utilize
more fully.' not only our existing Indu~tries and agricultural potential, but
it should, be able to correct the imbalance in our economy, and fill in
.gaps in OIlT production which make us
dependent on aid. The Plan must also
lay some base for . future
groWth;
otherwise, at the time of the next
Plan we will find ourselves exaet1y
where we are at the beginning of this
Plan. So that the maximum we can
do is the minimum which We must
attempt. It is with this Spirit that"we
, . muSt look at plamiing -and the taut
Plan.
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Some hon. Members, for instance,
Professor Ranga and his party, would
like to have a small Plan which would
result in freezing poverty at the lower
Tungs. I feel that such a Plan would
be in favour of the more affiuent sections of the society and. therefore, it
would make self-reliance a receding
goal.

programme for Harijans and the backward classes?

The policy we have followed, or the
path we have followed, has been such
that we are bound to come in conflict
with people on either side of us. On
~ome matters we are in conflict with
one side and on some others with the
otherside. So, whether anybody likes
it or not, this Government is determined to go ahead with the expansion
of the public sector. We are determined to go ahead with measures to
correct the inequalities of the economic system.

!!I<~~);;:q-: lf~ 'fr ~ ir ~
fit;:;rr 'fT'T 'qrg- ~r ~ ~ I ~

That is Why we have taken a decision the other day with regard to
managing agencies. If wealth remains.
in a few hands. apart from the injustice of it, it will disturb the stability Of the country. The whole idea
of planning or of
bUilding up the
economy is to build the muscle of our
nation.
I have stressed in the Planning Commission and elsewhere that We must
give very special consideration to
landless agricultural labour. Although
I feel that there has· been tremendous
progress in India since independence,
this is one section which has really
had a very hard time and which is
deserving of very special consideration. Similarly, aTthough many programmes have been initiated, the
Tribals, the liarijans and t\le backward classes are the sedions of the
people who deserve and should get far
greater attention than they have been
&etting. We want to make every eft'brt
110 do so in our next PlIED. We want
tb try ~o benefit all the underprivileged . . . (Interruption).
Shri Bam Sewak Yada",' CBarabinlti) : What is the concrete, precise
I

Mr. Speaker: Han. Members should
now hear patiently.

S!:fT f.lm'1' q'i!''1l~ ("nr'l'!T, : ~
ult i 1fr .rn or~ ~ tri

'll11!f1lT ~

'l"i<'l'r~ I

orr

'li<I;T ~ flf;
q~ 'ifm<n 6' ~ ~ I
~ ~'fifT 'iflf~ I
S!:fTf~~: ~'fTT'ifll!I'VTor

~ ~'fT ~ I
Shri Vasudevan Nair (AmbaIapuzba): You will agree that we have
a right to expect of the Prime Minister to explain in concrete terms what
she wants to do for these people.
Shrimati Indira Gandhi: The Plan
is still in the process of being formulated. I have just said that these
are the guidelines whiCh we have put
for the
Plan. We are
surely not
going to hide the Plan :from the hon.
Members of the House. It is goiDg
to ·be placed before them and they
will have fUll chance to discuss it
and give their criticism at that time.
Shri Umanath:
it!

Aiter Johnson saw

Shrimati Indira Gandhi: I mu,t
re.ent very strongly this type of a remark from the Opposition Members ...
(lnte'M'Uption) .

SIui Saremlraath Dwived7 (Kendrapara): There are small interruption here on this side. but what is
happening On the other side.

BIr. Speaker: I am asking both sides.
Members on both
sides
must be
patient and hear the Prime Minister'.
reply.
Shri Raghunath Sinch (Varanui):
We are patient but they are not .••
(Inte1'l'uption) .
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Mr. Speaker: Order, order.
Shrimati Indira Gandhi: There has
been much talk of honour or loss of
honour. If anything is going to bring
India down, it is the view we form
of ourselves. I can assure the han.
Members that I have had the opportunity not only of going abroad now,
not only Of meeting
Government
people but meeting very large sections
of the public, in whichever country
I have been and, I think, han. Members are aware that even in India r
have some opportunity of meeting
people-villagers and other peopleand since devaluation I(have\slso been
to two States of India and the han.
Member, Shri Gopalan, will
know
that in spite of his efforts in Kerala,
the people in Kerala, in spite of a
fervent appeal made to them that they
should boycott my visit and that they
should greet me with black flags
from airport to all the functiono;there is nothing shameful in that; they
have a right to show black flags if
they think like that ....

Motion
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Shri Vasudevan ~air: Even
to say that.

he hall

Shrlmati Indira Gandhi: If he says
it and if people outside take him
seriously, then indeed our position is
a bad one.
Shri Indrajit
nomination.

Gupta:

Cancel

his

Shrlmatl IndIra Gandhi: Thank you.

Shrlmati Indira Gandhi: But without that if yOU go out and meet people
outside, you will find a very genullle
appreciation
of
the
tremendous
effort which we are making in this
country. Let me say that this effort
is not the effort of the Government.
The Government puts down the Plan;
it shows the way. But the effort is
the effort of the Indian people. W'lat
we have done here has been done
by the Indian people, whether it is
in industry or whether it is in agriculture. With all the shortfalls In
agriculture, we have achieved 75 per
cent increase in production. Who has
done this? It is the Indian people
who have done this. When we are
talking of shame, when we are talking of failures, let Us remember whom
we are talking about. Let us remember that the only" thing that
counts in the world, no matter how
down you are, how poor yOU are, hoW
broken you are, is hope and conlldence and I must say witb great
sorrow that members of the OppoqitIon are today breaking the hope ~nd
self-confidence of the Indian people.
It is not a question as to with what
feeling it is done; it is a question of
what results it produces and this is
the result which it is b')und to pr&duce: if yOU keep on telling a person
that nothing is being done, he will
naturally wonder whether what he
sees himself is right or not.

What I was saying was that I wi.h
hon. Members would consider what
effect their remarks have when they
make them on the floor of this House.
I was very sorry to hear a phrase fall
from Shri Frank Anthony's lips, .ome_
thin, about lickin, boots.

Prof. Muker;ee spoke with grea'
emotion about Vietnam. On the other
side, the han. Member, Mr. U. M."
Trivedi, said that we alrould keep
entirely aloof from Vietnam.
The
Viet-Nam conflict has to be viewed III
the a:eneral context of various telll-

8hri Umanath: They were arrested
in Madras.
Shrimati Indira Gandhi:
am
salTY, they were arrested in Madras
and I expressed my sorrow and regret both to the Government and to
the people who approached me.
Shri Vasudevan Nair:
people were arrested?

How

many

Shrimati Indira Gandhi: But ~here
they were not arrested was in Kerala
and there the people came in very
large numbers ... (Interruption).
Shri N. Sreekantan Nair (Quilon):
We have always been gOOd to you.
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sions in Asia and Africa. We believe
that the continuation of the war ill
Viet-Nam is a threat to world peace,
is threat to India too. We are vitally concerned in the peaceful settlement of Viet-Nam.

a

Prof. Mukerjee was a little sarcastic-may I use that word-about my
own feeble attempts in this matter.
But I can assure him tnat in none of
the countries whIch I visited after
making that statement did any of the
leaders share this han. member's
opiniOn either of the attempts or of
what I had said. So far as the other
coun tries are concerned, there are
many in Asia, Afri~a and Europe who
have welcomed it warmly. Why did
I make the attempt? He made a caustic comment; that in Calicut I said I
did not have any1hing to say and soon
after I said something. What r said
in Calicut was that there was nothing
new that one could do. Wh3t I said in
mv broadcast was. in fact, nothing
new. 1 did feel so strongly about the
whole prob'em that I said it; the time
was such that something" had to be
said even if it was a repetition of what
we had said before. We have not
changed our attitude regarding Vie1nam either when T was in the United
States Or when I was in the U.S.S.R.
Or when. I W'5 just here in Delhi, our
attitude has been the same But our
concern has been a growing concern
because the conflict is growing and we
fear escalation.
The other question which somebody
say tiGenevatYPe Conference" instead of Geneva
Conference. This is because that this
Conference should have the participation of all the parties concerned in
the hostilities and that will mean inclusion Of the National Liberation
Front of Viet-Nam as well as the
United States of America and other
vitally interested parties who were
not originallv in the Geneva Conference. This is the reason why that
word had to come in there.

PUt was whv did we

It is interesting that the criticism
of my suggestion as it was made by

Motion

the hon. Member, Shri
is practicalIy the same
by the Peking Radio.
cant also that China" is
try which has rejected
straightaway.

A- K. Gopalan,
as that put out
It is signffithe only counmy suggestion

Prof. Mukerjee auoted extensively
from ~ertrand Russ~ll. I respect Lord
Russell very greatly.
Shri A. K. GopaJan (Kasergad):
What harm is tllere in saying that it
is Johnson's voice that she is repeating?
Shrimati Indira Gandhi: I think it
is very harmful because it- is not trW!!'
nOr did anybody "whom I met say so.
As I said, they did not share the opinion which some of the Opposition
members have ·vouchsafed.
Shri A. K. Gopalan or rather Professor Mukerjee fully knows that this
is what Peking Radio also says about
the Soviet
Government. They
are
also supposed to be lackeys of American imperialism or I do not know
what. because I am not very well UP
in this phraseology.
I was talking about Bertrand Russell. I admire him and :respect him
as a philosopher,"
a scholar and aJ
a mathematician. But we cannot
agree with everything that he ~aYS·
For instance, we know what he said
about the Chinese aggression on our
territory. He thought that India had
committed aggression and he had said
so very strongly. Therefore, we can..
not be guided in our policy Or in the
determination of OUr national interest
by any outsider's remarks, -no matter
how eminent he may be.

as

The problems of Viet Nam is complex, and one thing -which we keep
On saying and whiCh we feel deepl,.
about is that there cannot be a military solution our sympathy is fully
with the people of Viet Nams. It may
be remembered that the end of world
War II is the beginning of their war
Of independence and their struggle i.
not yet over.
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There was another remark about
our conflict with China, because I said
somewhere that it was not merely "
military conflict. I wonder what the
Chinese leaders themselves would say.
Do they consider it an
ideological
conflict Or do they consider it merely
as a military conflict? My' father
wrote in 1963: "The challenge from
China as it has revealed itself is not
only to our foreign policy but to our
domestic policy as well."
Even at Nathu La whiCh is so far
from Peking, the Chinese are highlighting their ideologieal conflict with
us and urging our brave and pattiotic officers and jawans to desert their
troops. Our confljct witlh ,China is
not a conflict with communism. A8
hon. Members know, we are friendly
with other communist count-ies, with
the Soviet UniOn and with otheT
countries. What their tensions
are
with China is none of our affairs.
The other important question is that
of the Tashkent Declaration. A great
deal has been said about it, and I
do not 'think that more has to be
said here except that I would Jik~
to reiterate that f iendship would
bring benefits to both nations, and alsl'
that we do not believe that Kashnur
is the basic cause of our differen"es
but that it is only a symptom of the
basic disease.
Now, we have noticed ominous
signs or rather contrary tendencies
which have caused concern to the Government and to the hon. Members ot
this House. Government
is
fully
alive to its responsibilities for defending the country, and let there be
no illusion <hat mischief can be created in Jammu and Kashmir With
impunity. I must make it clear as
did mY father in 1957 and Shastriji
in 1965 that any attempts from outside to create such mischier in Jammu
and Kashmir will be dealt with in
the same Way as if they were directed
at any other part of the country.

At the same time, I would like ~o
assure Pakistan that we shall aiS?
react most favourably to any friendly approach which they may make.
Pakistan is constantly saying that
there must be a change of heart on
our part. Well, I think that our
hearts are in the. right place but they
just do not want to see it.
The world is in a very critical situation, and many factors have contributed to this. International
relations are undergoing profound changes. The non-aligned nations mUST
forge new sanctions to save their own
independence and world peace. New
power centres are developing; new
dangers are crystallising. And th~
immediate danger is the tendency to
treat Asia and AfriCa as the testing
ground for war games.
There are no simple answers to find
the path of peace, hut India
will
always continue to play· a major or
as big a Tole as she can in reduc;ng
tensions, in preventing wars and in
safeguarding peace. This is our approach and this is different from
noisy and hollow demonstrations; tlld
I do believe, far more effective too.
In order to play any of these role.,
in order to strengthen our borders
we must strengthen our economy, we
must build up our unity and march
steadily towards oUr goals of socialisms, of democracy and secularism
in our internal affairs, and peaceful
co-existence non-alignment and devotion to pe~ce in our external affaiTs
I have reserved to the last what
worries me most, even more than the
economic crisis Or foreign relations,
and that is the growth of violence
and the threat it poses to democracy
in India, Our democratic system, our
parliamentary structure and the decenCIes of public life which have bt'en
patiently built UP. on the principles of
non-violence and tolerence are bein~
threatened.
Shri Kishen Pattnayak:
mocracy.

Police de-
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Shrimati Indira Gandhi:
must exert ourselves ...

I feel we

Shri Vasudevan Nair: See ,Gujarat.
ShIimati Indira Gandhi:
repudiate the theory that violent incidents
which we agree are hannful are the
result of people's' dissatisfaction; l'ather it is a case Of a handful holding
the rest of the community to ransom.
Several hon. Members have
mentioned that it is the kriowleage that
Deople will not calI some of these
OppositiOn
parties
to
responsibility
which
makes
these
')aTtles resort to violence. Many of
the demonstrations which are called
!Ire I know meant to be peaceful de1D()~stratlon~, but we all know that
1arge-scale agitation
once launched
I:oes out of control and goes into the
liands of anti-social elements ........ .
CInterruptions). In these very difficult times, it is in the interest of
the country
and
of
all Of
us
to see that this kind of violence
lloes not take place. It is my earnest
prayer to the people of the country
not to be taken in by these things. I
do not at any time say that they
j,hould not ventilate their grievances
Or that they should not be helped to
'Ientilate their grievances. but not if
it is going to lead to violence or if
it is going to aggravate the conditions
!;t is sought to- relieve~ .. (Interrupt:ions).
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Shrimati Indira Gandhi: I should
like to take this opportunity to appeal
1;0 hon. Members and, through these
,:hosen representativl'.s of the people,
10 the country at large to pause and
.:onsider where we are going to. What
fis the future we want to build for
,our childTen and for our children'S
,:hildren? .
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Motion

Shrimati Indira Gandhi: Are we
,going to establish a co-operative ~o
,eiety based on equality and dignity of
the human being in which the fundamental freedoms and the wishes of
the community are respected? Or
are we going to rule by violence and
by force? This is the question before
us.
An hon. Member:

Before you.

Shrimati Indira Gandhi: The seeds
of conflict and disruption which a ....
now being sown must not be allowed to take root. Even in this House,
I was very sad to see that 'the attItude of indiscipline is being attempled and we have witnessed accusaLions and strong language against the
Chair, I have admired the patience
with whiCh you, Sir, have laughed
off ~ome
of these remarks
made
against
you., .. (Interruptions). We
must remember what democracV'
means, Democracy is based on the
rule of the majority, But We fully
realise thai the minority has an important function to perform and must
be helped to perform it. We do not
at any time want to come in the way
of th'eir performing it.
Lastly, I want to say that we have'
faced thL. no-confidence Motion with
confidence . . . not only because of
our numerical strength with whkh
We a're being constantly taunted by
the OppositiOn Member~ ...
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Shrimati Indira Gandhi: In 30
questioning our strength, they dO not
realise thal it is not us they
are
taunting or questioning, but rather
the electorate which
has sent all
these Members. But we face ibis
motion with confidence -because ... , ' ,
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Shrimati Indira Gandhi: .... because
of our conftdence in ourselves, because of our confidence in oUr policies, because of oUr confidence in
. our programmes, and lastly because
of our confidence in the wonderful
people of this very great .~ountry.
Shri H. N. Mukerjee
(Calcutta
Central): I am sorry to have to say
that even though I was prepared to
be disappointed; I was not quite ready
to hear from the Prime Minister a
speech compounded of innOcence and
of confusion which might have sat
very well upon a young lady entering public life, but they are not
good enough for the Prime Minister
of this country.
A very conspicuous feature of this
debate has been that there has been
expressed an almost national
conBensus against devaluation which is
the biggest single economic fact symbolising all the misdeeds of the Government. Those who spoke against
my motion like Mr. Mathur, Mr. Azad
and most pre-eminently Mr. Krishna
Menon, pointed . out arguments in
their side which amounted to an
admission that devaluation was wrong
and that we have now somehow to
manage a very
difficult
situation
which has thereby been created. They
were rather shamefaced about it,
even Mr. Pati!, and nOW the Prime
Minister also joins Mr. PatU's appeal

Motion

to us to help Government to solve
the problems which they have createl1
by their own default. I say that it
lS no part of our job at least in thii
debate, there WOUld be other debat~, other occasions, but it is nO part
Of our job in this debate to elucidate what we ought to dO nOW tha<t
Government has committed a criminal
act by way of devaluation. It is not
for US now to pick the chestnuts out
of the fire which the Government itself has brought about. But I know
they have a guilty conscience about it.
An hon. Member: No.
Shri H. N. Mukerjee:
they only ....
An hon. Member:
conscience.

That is why

They have

no

Shri H. N. Mukerjee: Possibl7
they do not have a conscience, but
do not go into that.
They tell us we should all unite
in follow-up action to prevent the
situation going too disastrously downhill. What was the essence of the
only defenCe
of devaluation which
was sought to be made by Mr. Pati!o
He said, in complete disregard of
what Jawabarlal Nehru had written
himself in the second chapter of the
volume' on the Second Plan which I
hOPe Mr. Asoka Mehta knows almo .• t
by heart, in complete defiance of the
principles adambrated there, he said
that our three Plans were based on
massive foreign aid, "we cannot get
aid even for servicing our debts; iO
we had to devalue". F'am this it
follows that without devaluation we
are not going to get dollar aid and
the entire planning was faulty, something to warm
the heart of Mr.
Dandekar or Mr. Masani on this side.
This was the kind of thing which he
said. My friend the Railway Minister is much too intelligent to hug the
illusion which he tried to SPread that
organisations like the World Bank
and the IMF give us purely "advice"
from the economist's point of view

